A theoretical model is suggested which describes the formation of nano-wires associated with compositional inhomogeneities in multilayered films. General formulae are found relating characteristic length scales of compositional inhomogeneities in film layers and geometric parameters (layer thickness values, misfit parameters) of the multilayered film. The exact relationship between such length scales and parameters is revealed and analysed in detail in the exemplary case of three-layer films.
Introduction
Nanostructured films and coatings exhibit outstanding physical properties widely exploited in contemporary high technologies (see [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] ). In particular, semiconductor nano-islands (quantum dots) and nano-wires are the subject of intensive theoretical and experimental studies owing to their great technological potential for device applications (see ). In addition to technologically motivated attention to nano-islands and nano-wires, their examinations are highly interesting for understanding the fundamental nature of nano-scale effects in condensed matter.
One of the effective and promising methods for fabrication of nano-wires exploits the effect of the occurrence of compositional inhomogeneities in polyatomic films (see review [8] ). In doing so, a tentatively periodic modulation of the chemical composition in a polyatomic film results from the thermodynamically driven compositional decay of a solid solution, with characteristic scales of compositional inhomogeneities being strongly influenced by misfit stresses. The modulation gives rise to the occurrence of nano-wires which represent tentatively wire-shaped regions with the composition being different from that of the surrounding material and wire diameters being of the order of a few nm [8] . In the situation discussed, the formation of nano-wires is controlled by the following three factors:
(i) Separation of a pre-existent compositionally homogeneous solid solution into two phases with various chemical compositions. It is driven by a decrease of the thermodynamic potential that characterizes the solid solution. (ii) Elastic strains occurring in response to the separation-induced spatial variations of the crystal lattice parameter in the film. (iii) Misfit stresses (generated at the film/substrate interface) which, as with compositionally homogeneous films (see [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] ), strongly contribute to the total energy density of the heteroepitaxial system and, therefore, influence the compositional inhomogeneities in the film.
These three key factors can be regulated by choosing geometric parameters (e.g., film thickness) and materials of the film and the substrate. As a corollary, it is potentially possible to technologically control and design the characteristics of nano-wires in compositionally inhomogeneous films, with the effects of the three key factors (phase separation, stresses associated with compositional inhomogeneities in film and misfit stresses) on the characteristics of nano-wires being understood and taken into consideration. In recent years, research efforts in this area have focused on nano-wires in one-layer films with compositional inhomogeneities (see [8, [45] [46] [47] [48] ). At the same time, compositional nano-wires can also be fabricated in multilayered composite films (see [14, 49, 50] ), in which case the characteristics of nano-wires are expected to depend crucially on layer thickness values and misfit parameters as well as on the compositions of the layers. In particular, computer simulations [14] of the structure of multilayered semiconductor films GaAs/InAs and GaP/InP with composition modulation have indicated the possibility of regulating the optical properties of these semiconductor films by tuning the frequency and amplitude of the modulation. In the situation discussed, the set of technologically-controlled parameters of multilayered films is richer than that of the one-layer films. This leads to a more effective way to fabricate compositional nano-wires with desired structural and behavioural characteristics in multilayered films, compared to one-layer films. The main aim of this paper is to elaborate a theoretical model which describes the influence of geometric parameters (layer thickness values, misfit parameters) of multilayered films on the formation of compositional nano-wires in such films with particular emphasis on the exemplary case of three-layer films.
Multilayered film with compositional inhomogeneities
Let us consider a composite system consisting of a semi-infinite substrate (phase γ ) and a multilayered film composed of 2N alternate layers δ and γ (figure 1). The film and the substrate are assumed to be isotropic solids with the same value of the Young modulus E and the same value of the Poisson ratio ν. The kth layer (δ or γ ) is characterized by the thickness t k (k = 1, . . . , 2N). In the framework of our model, the chemical composition of the phase γ (substrate and layers numerated by even integers) is spatially homogeneous. The chemical composition of the layers δ is assumed to be spatially inhomogeneous, causing a cos-like modulation of the crystal lattice parameter along the x-axis parallel to the film/substrate boundary plane (x, y). That is,
for substrate and layers γ
where z denotes the coordinate along a normal to the film/substrate boundary plane (x, y), ε 0 and 2π/α are the amplitude and period of the periodic modulation, respectively. Let us consider the situation where a new layer δ of thickness t 2N+1 is deposited onto the 2Nth upper layer γ of the multilayered film (figure 1). In doing so, we assume that the crystal lattice parameter a u of the upper layer δ is modulated as follows:
The frequency β of its modulation can, in general, be different from the frequency α that characterizes periodic modulations of the pre-existent layers δ. In the next section we will find the frequency β which corresponds to a minimum of the Helmholz free energy of the composite system. The free energy density (per unit volume) of a semiconductor film has the following three constituents: the elastic energy density that characterizes elastic strains, the chemical energy density that characterizes the formation of a compositionally homogeneous solid solution, and the gradient energy density that characterizes compositional (chemical) inhomogeneities [51] . The chemical energy density does not depend on the frequency of the composition modulation. The gradient energy density is negligibly small compared to the elastic energy density [52] . Therefore, the equilibrium spatial frequency of compositional inhomogeneities in a semiconductor film follows from the condition that the elastic energy density of the film is minimal. In addition, in the analysis of compositional inhomogeneities in films, one should take into account the fact that compositional modulation in a growing film occurs via diffusion processes which are commonly intensive only in a thin layer (of thickness of the order of a few interatomic distances) next to the film free surface [52] . In the situation discussed in the next sections of this paper focusing on examinations of compositional inhomogeneities in multilayered films, we assume that the formation of a new layer δ (that is, its deposition onto the pre-existent multilayered film) does not influence the compositional inhomogeneities within the pre-existent layers δ. It is interesting to note that periodically modulated compositional inhomogeneities as sources of stresses in films can be treated as some analogue of periodically arranged misfit dislocations. Actually, both misfit dislocations and compositional inhomogeneities create spatially inhomogeneous stress fields that compensate, in part, for misfit stresses in films. In these circumstances, the generation of misfit dislocations and the formation of compositional inhomogeneities play the role of (competing) mechanisms for relaxation of misfit stresses in strained films. In general, misfit dislocations and compositional inhomogeneities can co-exist, in which case the compositional inhomogeneities are capable of causing the generation of such non-ordinary misfit dislocation configurations as misfit dislocation dipoles (see experimental data [53] and a model [54] ).
Elastic energy of a multilayered film with compositional inhomogeneities
In order to calculate the elastic energy of the composite system and find the frequency β corresponding to its minimum, let us represent the strains ε ij in the system in question as the sums of the proper strains ε e ij (that provide coherency at the film/substrate boundary and tend to keep the lattice parameter spatially homogeneous) and strains ε r ij occurring in the film and the substrate as a result of their relaxation. The stresses σ ij in the composite system ( figure 1 
where , and the consequent coherent matching of the layers (2m and 2m + 1) and (2n + 1 and 2n + 2), respectively.
Thus, we find the following formulae for the strains ε r ij :
where H is the film thickness, andε r ij (x, y, z, t, α) are the strains resulting from relaxation of a one-layer film with thickness t and a lattice parameter having cos-like modulation along the x-axis. The formulae for the strainsε r ij can be written (from the corresponding formulae [30] for displacement fields used as input) as follows: 
where
The total elastic energy of the composite system is given by the following formula [30] :
with integration over the film volume V 1 . As a corollary, the elastic energy density (averaged over the film volume) can be written as follows:
where · · · x denotes the averaging over the coordinate x. With formulae (4)- (13) substituted into formula (15), we have the elastic energy density w as a function of parameter β, the frequency of periodic modulations of the lattice parameter in the new layer δ deposited onto the multilayered film.
Nano-wires associated with compositional inhomogeneities in three-layer films
Let us consider the exemplary case of a three-layer film consisting of layers 1 (phase δ), 2 (phase γ ) and 3 (phase δ), that is, the case with deposition of the new layer δ onto the two-layer film, characterized by N = 1. The mean elastic energy density w of the three-layer film/substrate composite can be written as follows:
where w 1 and w 3 are the mean energy densities of the stresses associated with the compositional inhomogeneities in the layers 1 and 3, respectively, and w 1−3 is the mean energy density that characterizes the interaction between the stresses associated with the compositional inhomogeneities in the layers 1 and 3. From formulae (6) and (15) we find the expressions for w 1 , w 3 and w 1−3 to be given as
Here ε (k) ij and σ (k) ij (k = 1, 3) are the strains and the stresses equal to ε e ij and σ e ij , respectively, in the kth layer and to zero in the substrate and other layers.
Substitution of (4), (5) and (7)- (13) into (17)- (19) yields:
and · · · x means the averaging over coordinate x. Direct calculations show that cos α cos β x = 1 2 δ αβ , with δ αβ being the Kronecker symbol equal to 1, for α = β, and 0, for α = β. As a corollary, in the case with α = β, from formula (22) we have w 1−3 = 0, that is, the compositionally modulated layers 1 and 3 do not elastically interact.
The frequency α of spatial modulation of the layer-1 composition is supposed to minimize the system energy when layer 1 is completely deposited onto the substrate. That is, α minimizes the energy of a one-layer (δ) film of thickness t 1 , deposited onto the substrate. Following [30] , α = 1.256/t 1 .
As can be seen from formula (22), w 1−3 (and consequently, w ) has a discontinuity at the point β = α. In these circumstances, in order to find the lowest value of w , it is convenient to separately consider the cases with β = α and β = α. In the case with β = α, the point β = β m of minimum energy w (calculated under the condition that α is specified) coincides with that of the mean energy density w 3 of the one-layer film of thickness t 3 , whose composition is modulated with a frequency β. In this case, according to the results of [30] , we have β m t 3 = 1.256. For illustration, the dependence of w on β, for β = α, is shown in figure 2 . Since the function w(β) is discontinuous at β = α, the lowest value of w(β) equals w(β m ) , if the energy difference w = w(β m ) − w(α) 0, and w(α) , if w > 0. The value of w is never positive, as shown in figure 3 where the dependence of w on t 1 /H and t 3 /H is presented. Therefore, w always reaches its lowest value at β = β m . The characteristic energy difference w equals 0, only if t 1 = t 3 , that is, if β m = α. Consequently, in the situation where t 1 = t 3 , the frequency β m of the spatial modulation of the layer-3 composition is different from the frequency α that specifies the compositional inhomogeneities in layer 1. The characteristic frequency β m can be effectively regulated by tuning the layer-3 thickness t 3 , a technologically controlled parameter.
Concluding remarks
Here we have suggested a first approximation model that describes nano-wires associated with compositional inhomogeneities in multilayered films. In the framework of the model, a multilayered film consists of alternate layers δ and γ and is deposited onto a thick substrate γ crystal lattice parameter. In these circumstances, the characteristic length scales of nanowires associated with compositional inhomogeneities in the layers δ of the multilayered film strongly depend on the elastic energy density which specifies strains induced by the compositional inhomogeneities and misfit strains generated at the film/substrate interface. In its turn, the elastic energy density in question is dependent on such technologically controlled parameters as layer thickness values and misfit parameters. In this paper we have found general formulae which allow one to calculate the elastic energy density as a function of periods of compositional inhomogeneities in the layers δ and geometric parameters (layer thickness values) of the multilayered film in the general situation with (2N + 1) layers (see section 3). The exact dependence of the elastic energy density on the parameters discussed has been calculated in the exemplary case of three-layer (N = 1) films (see section 4).
The results of our theoretical examinations in short are as follows:
(i) As with the commonly studied situation with one-layer films, the formation of compositional inhomogeneities with desired, from an applications viewpoint, characteristic length scales of the order of a few nanometres is energetically favourable in multilayered films when their geometric parameters are in certain ranges. (ii) The set of geometric parameters crucially affecting the formation and characteristics of compositional inhomogeneities in multilayered films is richer than that in conventional one-layer films. The set contains (N + 1) layer-δ-thickness values. (iii) In the case of a three-layer film, the spatial frequencies α and β that characterize the composition modulation in respectively the first (lower) and third (upper) layers are not identical unless these layers have equal values of the thickness.
These results are important for technological applications of nano-wires associated with compositional inhomogeneities in multilayered films. In particular, point (ii) is worth noting in the context of the technologically interesting possibility of exploiting multilayered films with compositional nano-wires instead of conventional one-layer films. Actually, using a large number of technologically controlled parameters (layer thickness values) of multilayered films, it is possible to provide more flexible and effective control of fabrication and design of compositional nano-wires in multilayered films compared to the conventional situation with one-layer films.
The quantitative results obtained in this paper are approximate. However, they can be used, on the one hand, to estimate the important relationships between the characteristic spatial scales of nano-wires associated with compositional inhomogeneities and geometric parameters of multilayered films and, on the other hand, as a basis for further investigations of nano-wires in multilayered films.
